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Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) is a standard technique for the determination of 
low-resolution shapes of macromolecules and their complexes, adding important insights 
in understanding biological function. We present a novel and computationally efficient 
method for shape reconstruction from SAXS data. High-quality molecular shapes are 
calculated in less than two minutes, providing real-time feedback during SAXS 
experiments. 
 
    The shape of macromolecular complexes in solution often provides important insights 
in function, mechanism and dynamics of these molecules in a near native 
environment1,2,3. The solution structure of macromolecules can be determined in a high 
throughput manner via Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS)1. SAXS curves, the mean 
scattered X-ray intensity versus the scattering angle, are one-dimensional curves that 
relate to the three dimensional shape of the scattering body4. Whereas the forward 
problem (molecular shape to SAXS curve) is a straightforward computational procedure, 
the inverse problem (SAXS curve to molecular shape) is challenging and requires 
significant computational resources5,6. Shape reconstruction methods from SAXS data 
fall in two categories: (1) methods utilizing dummy-atom or bead models to represent the 
shape of a macromolecule; (2) methods using analytical approximations to parameterize 
the molecular envelope. The dummy-atom/bead model approach has the advantage that a 
large variety of shapes can be modeled but comes at the cost of an increased number of 
parameters requiring the introduction of spatial restraints and ultimately results in 
increased computational complexity and execution time. The analytical approximations 
used in the past considered only the outer hull of macromolecules and thus severely limits 
the ranges of possible shapes but had the benefit of relative low computational 
complexity6,7.  
 
    Here, we present a novel parameterization of macromolecular shape in SAXS analyses, 
eliminating the drawbacks from previous analytical approximations, while retaining low 
computational complexity resulting in highly accelerated macromolecular solution 
structure determination. The basis of our method is the parameterization of molecular 
shape via a weighted sum of 3D Zernike polynomials (3DZP), an approach used earlier 
for bioinformatic shape classification8-10. The weights in this polynomials approximation 
are known as 3D Zernike moments (3DZM)9. It can be shown (see supplementary 
information) that SAXS profiles can be expressed as a sum of 3DZM weighted Bessel 
functions, resulting in fast SAXS intensity calculation. Utilizing a database of 
macromolecular structures (such  as PISA11) parameterized by 3DZM's as a library of 
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nature-inspired shapes, a highly efficient solution-structure shape determination 
procedure is constructed. Assuming that the constructed library contains a sufficiently 
diverse shape population, shape determination from SAXS data is reduced to a two-
parameter optimization problem: both the particle size and the location of the right shape 
in the database have to be determined. Because the computationally intense determination 
of the 3DZMs is carried out at the stage of database construction, this procedure provides 
low-resolution models from SAXS data typically within 1 minute using a single 2.66GHz 
processor.  
 
The database of shapes constructed was built assuming a uniform density within the 
macromolecular envelope. This approximation of uniformity poses limitations to the q-
range in which the Zernike model approximation is valid. A rule of thumb4 suggests that 
this uniform body limit holds up to q values for which I(q) is bigger than 0.1% of I(0). 
Furthermore, the maximum q value used in the designed shape reconstruction procedure 
never exceeds 0.20 Å-1. The quality of the proposed solution structures is gauged by the 
internal consistency of models retrieved from the database. Using FFT-based alignment 
techniques (see supplementary information), shape pairs are assigned to the same cluster 
if their spatial correlation coefficient exceeds 80%. The number of clusters retrieved is 
negatively correlated to the accuracy of the recovered shape as compared to the correct 
solution. If more than two shape clusters are obtained, the quality of the proposed model 
is typically low.  
 
In order to demonstrate the potential of the method (named shapeup), we benchmark the 
procedure on two sets of experimental data with known 3D models: the Bioisis dataset 
downloaded from Bioisis database (http://bioisis.net) and Grant dataset kindly provided 
by Grant et al 12. The SAXS curves from bioisis were accompanied by Dammin models 
for all data. Each SAXS curve in set from Grant et al was accompanied by a crystal 
structure and a Dammin model. Shape recovery execution time with default settings 
averaged to about 60 seconds on a single core 2.66GHz CPU running Fedora 10 in a fully 
automated manner, not requiring any preprocessing or user intervention other than the 
actual SAXS data. 
     
    Out of the 52 test cases, 49 shape recoveries resulted in proposed solutions falling in a 
single shape cluster with a mean spatial correlation of 93% to the associated Dammin 
solution (Figure 1a). There is only one exceptional case where the Dammin model had a 
correlation coefficient below 80% to the proposed shape. For this particular dataset 
(Bioisis ID 1RBDGP), the proposed Dammin model is however known to be incorrect. 
The crystal structure of the same protein has a reasonable correlation coefficient of 87% 
to the proposed shape. As for the Grant datasets, the correlations of the shapeup models 
to the known crystal structures average 91% (Figure 1c). Whereas the correspondence 
between the estimated radius and the radius of the Dammin model is quite accurate 
(Figure 1b), a systematic overestimation of radii is seen when the shapeup model is 
compared to the known crystal structure (Figure 1d). This discrepancy is mainly due to 
the absence of the bound solvent layer in crystal structure models4. A selection of 
representative examples is depicted in Figure 2, comparing the recovered models to both 
crystal structures and Dammin models.  
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    Two out of the three datasets that did not result in a unique shape hypothesis had one 
major shape cluster (contains 8 related members out of 10). In both cases, the averaged 
model from the largest cluster had correlation coefficients of at least 85% compared to 
the Dammin models. The data from Bioisis ID 1AHRHP, however, resulted in 3 
proposed shape clusters, all with similar fits to the experimental data. The average model 
from the largest clusters closely resembles the dummy atom models by Gasbor (P5 
symmetry), and one of the other models is very similar to the Dammin model (P1 
symmetry). The crystal structure of a known homologue exhibits P5 symmetry is also 
shown in Figure 3. The correlation of the crystal structure to the averaged model from the 
largest cluster (model B in Figure 3) is 87%. Note that no symmetry constraints were 
imposed in the current shapeup procedure.      
        
The described procedure allows very efficient and automated shape determination of 
compact molecules in solution within a minute. This feature allows one to obtain real-
time feedback during biological SAXS experiments, enhancing throughput, efficiency 
and ultimately quality of macromolecular solution scattering studies. The results obtained 
are comparable to established dummy atom methods. The described procedure relies on 
the fact that most protein shapes at low resolution can be described by a fairly limited set 
of standard shapes. This assumption is validated by the observation that over 90% of the 
constructed shape database, containing ten-thousand shapes, can be represented by fewer 
than 200 classes. The described procedures are available as an online server at 
http://sastbx.als.lbl.gov. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. a) The histogram of correlation coefficients comparing Dammin models with 
shapeup results indicates that the described procedure results in highly similar shapes. b) 
The size estimated by shapeup closely resembles the size of the Dammin models. c) The 
histogram of correlation coefficients comparing known crystal structures with shapeup 
models shows a similar trend as seen in when comparing the results to Dammin models. 
d) The size of the shapeup models is systematically larger than the known PDB models. 
This is due to an absence of a solvent layer in the supplied crystal structures. 
 
 
Figure 2.  
A comparison of crystal structure (top cartoon) and Dammin bead models (bottom) to 
shapeup models (blue surface) from the data supplied by Grant et al reveal a high degree 
of similarity between the models. Due to approximations made, only the low-angle data 
is used in the shape retrieval. The correspondence between SAXS curves from the 
shapeup models and the experimental data is typical, where only the used q range is 
plotted for the shape SAXS curves. 
 
Figure 3 
Shapeup results from bioisis ID 1AHRHP are clustered into three different shape classes 
(three models on the top). A graphical depiction (top right) indicates that shape cluster B 
has 6 members, A has 1 and C has 3. The solid lines in cluster connectivity plot indicate a 
correlation coefficient above 80%, a dotted line indicate a correlation coefficient between 
75 and 80%. The Dammin model with P1 symmetry has a striking resemblance with 
shapeup model A. Both the gasbor model and the crystal structure obey P5 symmetry and 
have a correlation coefficient over 85% to the shapeup model B. All proposed shapeup 
models exhibit a similar fit to the experimental data (lower right). 
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